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What the New Order Seeks, Reginald Must Find.The new vampire president and his psychotic

right-hand man have been playing a dangerous game with the humans over the past six months. In

the public eye, the two races appear to be at peace ... but the situation below the surface is hot

enough to boil. And while the untrusting humans mass their defenses, vampire armies have been

building to match them â€” with plans to exterminate the planet's current inhabitants, saving only a

handful of blood slaves.Reginald, Nikki, Maurice, and the others bunkered in at Maurice's estate find

themselves in the middle of a no-win scenario: Is it better to fight with their own kind in the vampire

revolution? Or should they turn traitors â€” and risk extermination by the angels â€” in order to protect

the humans?But just as the cold war outside is about to turn hot, Reginald's ever-expanding

vampire brain reveals the existence of an artifact that could predict the outcome of the coming war

â€¦ and maybe even a way to stop it. The only problem is that nobody knows where the artifact is,

and when war then breaks and mass slaughter begins on both sides, it seems that time may have

run out.Fat Vampire 5 is the biggest, bloodiest, most snack-filled installment in the Fat Vampire

series so far, and sets the stage for the sixth book's epic series-ender â€” a conclusion so big itâ€™ll

shake the human worldâ€™s foundations.This fresh twist on the tired old undead myth is the fifth in

the Fat Vampire series by Johnny B. Truant â€” author of many bestselling series including Invasion,

The Beam, Unicorn Western, The Dream Engine, Robot Proletariat, and more.
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Immortality as a fat guy - Reginald Baskin was turned to save his life...or his existence...as a 350-lb.

man dedicated to the consumption of junk food. Now he's immortal, but he didn't get vampire

strength or speed like all the others did. Instead he got a super brain that makes intuitive leaps that

were never conceived before.Humans and vampires have been manipulated into open war, and

Reginald is trying to think of how he can avert further bloodshed and death. He has learned how to

glamour other vampires, which only works occasionally, and he can read the past lives of those he's

related to with a blood connection. Now he has to survive long enough to use the information he's

gained to find a secret codex that might give him the purported ending to all this chaos. If he knows

the ending, he might be able to modify it with his mental skills and literally save the world.Reginald

and his girlfriend Nikki travel to the Antarctic on their own in search of clues to the codex. Since

Reginald falls down a lot and gets out of breath in a few yards, Nikki piggybacks him and runs all

night long. When hanging onto her back proves too exhausting, they stop by a building supply store

and get web strapping to make a huge sling, in effect, a baby sling, for Reggie to ride in.Reggie is

aided in his quest by a half-human girl of 12, Claire, whose father was an incubus. When Reggie

was first turned, he tried to stalk Claire, but she was too smart for his clumsy skills...but they

became friends. He'd visit at night and they watched Columbo reruns while her drunken mother

slept upstairs. Now Claire and her mother have gone into hiding along with the rest of the human

race, but Claire can communicate with her own set of super skills. She sees all knowledge at once,

but can't comprehend how to use it. Reginald has the ability to codify and apply this knowledge if he

can find it, and she can guide him to things. She can move individual electrons to defeat locks, both

mechanical and electronic, and can ring him up on a dead cell phone through similar

manipulations.Now Reggie wants to save the world and his friends, and it looks like fate has picked

him to make it happen. But which side did fate put him on?

A very fast read that moves the overall story along to it's final conclusion in the next book

(presumably.)The book was surprisingly apocalyptic, and the conclusions revealed at the end of the



book were relatively predictable, but it does a great job of making you want the final book in the

series while still providing a good story in and of itself. I probably wouldn't recommend reading it

without readingÂ the previous books in the series, however, as a lot of what is referenced won't

make much sense if you are coming in near the end so it won't stand exactly on its own.

OK, this book impressed me. It was obvious that the human/vampire conflict was going to escalate.

The prior 4 books built up to that. But the world is in a shambles, humans are an endangered

species, and vampires ate running the show. But Reginald can't accept that and searches for the

codex that supposedly describes the interplay between humans and vampires. Will his unique brain

allow him to determine the whereabouts of this codex? What about Claire, the pre-teen oracle?

She's the closest thing to a modern day Merlin. What is her role? Read the book to find out....

I love this book series, however I think this was by far the most boring book in the series yet. I really

like the whole idea of a vampire dealing with issues because he is the opposite of what we deem

the "typical vampire." Though this book was more about an impending war than it really was about

him being fat. There were a lot of times that the writing was kind of boring and I was tempted to quit.

However, I have already started the 6th and final book and I am much happier with it so far, so I am

glad that I powered through this one to finish the series.

This book couldn't come soon enough, as I devoured books 1-4 so fast. Obviously, if you are here,

you probably don't need convincing to read book 5. It continues the fun and original story. It is

certainly a page-turner. I sped through it in one sitting. I find that I read many of Johnny's books in

one sitting. So, don't waste time. Get this book, and devour it... like a fat vampire ;-P

The beginning of the human/vampire apocalypse and Reginald and his gang are stuck in the

middle. This book was like a rollercoaster ride. One minute I'm thinking Reginald is going to fail at

trying to stop the war between humans and vampires and the next there is a glimmer of hope. There

was one thing I did not see coming, it was a total jaw dropping shocker. I won't spoil it for anyone

else but I will say I was shocked and sad at the event. Another great page Turner from Truant!!

Can't wait to read the next one to see what happens next. Will Reginald solve the codec and stop

the war??

What a fun series and the book tiles are hilarious!I love the anti-vampire Reginald, as well as the



personalities of his band of cohorts. In this book the crew finds themselves trapped between two

warring factions - an island of sanity in the sea of crazies who are all out to kill them.While there are

many funny, even laugh out loud moments throughout, the story is multi-layered and emotional as

well. I also like that brains triumph over beauty and brawn.Anyone who likes a little laughter with

their paranormal reading will enjoy this book as well as the others in the series. I know it left me

hungry for more!

I read 1-4 and didn't think they could get any better, although I should know by now that Johnny

won't let us down. There was no possible way I could have stopped at #4. Damn cliff-hangers!

Reginald, Nikki, Claire, even Charles, Timken, Claude all get you so wrapped up in their vampire

lives you simply can't turn away...wait I think I've been glamoured! Yes, I know I have. Do yourself a

favor and get 1-4 if you haven't read them yet and join the rest of us who are totally hooked!
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